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1) Scientific goals and state of the collaborative research:

• Brief summary of goals (in simple terms):
Improve non-invasive epilepsy diagnosis by means of a combination of computer modeling
and simulation (inverse EEG) and high resolution MRI and DTI image analysis.

• Translational potential:
High: Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disorders, affecting 50 million
people worldwide, and in approximately 30% of these patients the seizures are not con-
trolled by any available medical therapy. Even among patients whose seizures are con-
trolled, significant medication side effects are common. Partial epilepsy (seizures that
begin in a focal region of the brain) represents the most common type of intractable
epilepsy.

• Current state of the science/experiments:
Patient based models are not common. High resolution EEG linked with high resolution
MRI and DTI is state-of-the-art.

2) Associated technical goals that this collaboration will realize:

• Provide support for EEG and MEG source reconstruction from model generation (image
and geometry processing) through mathematical modeling and simulation to visualiza-
tion.

• Development of post-image processing methods for improved detection of lesional MRI
substrates:

• Reconstruction algorithms

• Quantitative measures of cortical thickness and gray/white junction

• Texture analysis

• Automation of analysis methods

3) Papers:

• Progress to date: 3 papers with Carsten Wolters, Carsten acknowledges SCI in additional
papers. A few abstracts and posters, only one with Makeig/Worrell.

• In the works (include time lines): Papers with Carsten and Seok (timeline?)

• Planned for the future (include time lines): ??

4) Grants:
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• Progress to date:
Submitted two NIH proposal with Makeig, Worrell, and Wolters for $2.5M. The proposals
were scored with the most recent score of 179, which was too high to be funded, but we
were encouraged to resubmit. Scott thought that we needed more preliminary data to be
successful, however there wasn’t a follow up on getting the data/results. Scott recently
discussed following up on this proposal again, but nothing concrete has emerged.

• In the works (include time lines): In the process of submitting a small ($100K) proposal
with Simon Warfield on Improved Epileptogenic Focus Localization to the Epilepsy
Foundation. The deadline is August 31, 2007. We are proposing to:

– Construct patient specific geometry and conductivity models to evaluate improved
epileptogenic focus localization. This requires creating a volume geometric mesh
from segmented MRI scans as well as assigning patient-specific conductivities from
DT-MRI data.

– Perform forward and inverse EEG simulations using the patient-specific head models
and patient specific conductivity models.

– Create visualizations of the patient specific models, integrated DTI-based conduc-
tivity, and simulation results

The idea is to get enough preliminary results to go for a full NIH proposal next year. I
note that the above will augment Simon’s CIMIT grant.

• Planned for the future (include time lines): NIH proposal with Simon Warfield within
approximately one year. Follow up with Makeig and Worrell on NIH submission as soon
as they can move forward.

5) Software development:

• Description of the tasks:

1. Segmentation of CT and MR data sets from Worrell
2. Creation of patient specific meshes
3. EEG forward/inverse simulation, some with Carsten
4. Visualization of geometry, simulation results and DTI data

• Progress to date:

1. Some segmentation results (Josh and Jeroen?)
2. Some preliminary meshes (Jeroen?)
3. Some simulation results with Carsten
4. Several visualization results of EEG simulation and DTI data with Carsten

• In the works (include time lines)

1. The idea is to move forward aggressively with Simon to create software that will
work for this area, then re-engage Scott and Greg.

2. Given how overwhelmed Jeroen is/was, Dave W. is now the technical point of contact
with Scott and has followed up with Scott’s new postdoc (who visited in June). Dave
- can you follow up on this?

• Planned for the future (include time lines)

1. Finish proposal with Simon - Aug 31, 2007
2. Start working with Simon on creating meshes - now
3. Performing forward/inverse EEG simulations - Fall 2007
4. Hopefully, have a working software pipeline by the end of Fall 2007 with Simon that

can be then used with Makeig/Worrell.
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• Potential for the future (i.e., as yet unplanned activities)

1. This collaboration has many common elements with our other collaborations - seg-
mentation, creating 3D meshes from segmented data, performing simulations on the
3D meshes, and visualizing the geometries, images, and simulation results. If we can
put together a working pipeline of tools, I think there would be significant interest
in these set of tools for EEG/MEG simulation and several other similar projects.

6) Extent of the ”cone of influence”:

• Other potential users, by name and by generic target group:

1. This collaboration overlaps with multiple potential users including EEG/MEG sim-
ulation, Epilepsy, DTI visualization. According to the CRISP database, there are
more than 600 grants on epilepsy, 300 grants on EEG or MEG, 115 on DTI, 12 on
“EEG Simulation”, 12 on “EEG Source Localization”

• Science cone of influence (who will benefit from the science):

1. Primarily neurologists and other neuroscience researchers (and hopefully some pa-
tients :)

• Development cone of influence (who will beneifit from the development, including num-
bers):

1. As mentioned above, this collaboration shares several key software development
elements with other collaborations - segmentation, mesh generation, simulation,
and visualization. While some of the development will be application dependent,
much of the software infrastructure can be used by other projects.

7) Resources available:

• From the CIBC - Seg3D, BioMesh3D, SCIRun, BioPSE, BioTensor

• From the collaborator - EEG, MRI, CT, and DTI patient data, EEGLab

8) Needs:

• Urgent need to finish the grant proposal with Simon and move forward on creating
meshes from Simon’s patients. We also need to follow up with Scott and Greg and make
sure to make some progress with them. I think we really need more $ to have a student
or postdoc and/or developer linked with this collaboration. While Seok is working with
Carsten, I don’t think his research will greatly impact the success of this collaboration
(although there will be some nice papers).

• Urgent - mesh generation is the next urgent need for this collaboration!

• Middle term - Move results from the collaboration with Simon to Makeig/Worrell.

9) Organizational infrastructure:

• How is group organized:

1. Chris is the PI contact with Scott, Greg, and Simon. Rob is the PI contact with
Carsten.

2. Dave W. is the technical point of contact with Scott, Greg, and Simon and Jeroen
will be helping with all software and technical issues.

• How does interaction happen, e.g., meetings, how often, who involved?
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1. Usually Chris or one of the collaborators initiates a meeting, usually by email. The
meetings are usually teleconferences, with some follow up meetings in person. Chris,
Dave, Jeroen? have visited Scott at UCSD, Chris visited Greg at the Mayo and Chris
visited with Simon in Boston. Scott, Greg, Simon and Carsten have all visited the
SCI Institute.

2. Thus far, the meetings have been a series of start and stop events. We discuss lots
of plans, then things get stalled. Hopefully, our new attempt with Simon will go
better and we can get Makeig/Worrell back on track in the process.

10) Overlap with Center (or Center members) interests:

• Chris, Rob, Dana, Jeroen, Dave (inverse simulation); Chris, Dave, Ross (DTI and other
visualization); Ross, Josh (segmentation and other image analysis); Everyone has an
interest in mesh generation! :)
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